EMIS Change 22-43: Public Comments & Responses

*Please note that names and contact information have been removed from this document.

Public Comment #1

Sent: Wednesday, April 14, 2021 11:26 AM  
To: EDU EMISPublicComments <EMISPublicComments@education.ohio.gov>  
Subject: 22-43 UPDATE TERMINOLOGY FOR EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION QUALIFICATION ELEMENT

Hi,

I support this proposed EMIS change. Anytime ODE documentation, instructions, or guidance is aligned with current terminology is beneficial for collectors, reporters, and readers of EMIS data.

A related suggestion would be when terminology changes, can the EMIS glossary be updated as well so if older terminology is still referenced someplace on ODE’s website or within the school district, involved staff can look at the EMIS glossary.

From: EDU EMISPublicComments <EMISPublicComments@education.ohio.gov>  
Sent: Wednesday, May 12, 2021 8:10 AM  
Subject: RE: 22-43 UPDATE TERMINOLOGY FOR EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION QUALIFICATION ELEMENT

Thank you for your feedback about updating the EMIS glossary. This suggestion has been provided to the documentation team.
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